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Established in Grenoble, France, Aaton is a legend of the film Industry, developing film 
cameras and motion pictures equipment for almost 40 years, covering the field of location 
audio recording, from design to manufacturing of trendsetting audio equipment.

2013 
TRANSVIDEO, the French monitor manufacturer, acquired AATON through its holding 
company ITHAKI.
AATON becomes AATON DIGITAL. A new recorder, the CantarX3, is launched in 2014 
followed by the CantarMini in 2017.

The CantarX3 and the CantarMini are two ultimate audio location mixer-recorders and are 
the centerpieces of a new ecosystem for the most demanding sound engineers.

To extend the possibilities offered by the recorders, Aaton Digital has also developed some 
splendid mixing surfaces, the Cantarem2 and the Cantaress. Sharing patented technologies, 
they offer soft touch and high durability for intensive field use.

Arnaud Julien, Production Sound Mixer Stuart Wilson, Production Sound Mixer
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2014
Aaton Digital’s CantarX3 24 tracks digital audio recorder is unveiled at 
the IBC 2014 Expo in Amsterdam.
It receives the Best of Show Award voted by AudioMedia magazine 
readers.

At Cinec Expo, the CantarX3 receives a prestigious Cinec Award for 
Innovation and trendsetting products and developments in Motion 
Picture Technology.

2015
Aaton Digital wins the IABM Design and Innovation Award in the 
audio category at IBC 2015 Expo for the CantarX3.

2016
The CantarX3 is nominee in the sound product category for the 
53th CAS Awards for outstanding product in production.

2017
The CantarMini wins NewBay’s Best of Show Award, presented by Pro 
Sound News at NAB Show 2017.

2018
The Cantaress is nominee for the 55th CAS Awards for 
outstanding product in production.

2019
At the 91st Academy Awards, John Casali and his team receive the 
OSCAR for best sound mixing for the film “Bohemian Rhapsody”, 
recorded with CantarX3.
“Bohemian Rhapsody” wins the CAS Awards for outstanding 
achievement in sound mixing for 2018 in the “Motion PIcture - Live 
Action” category.
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First of all, Service to help you choose the right equipment and accessories 
for your specific work. Then Service to help you master your new 
acquisition.

Service is everything

Like thousands of other professionals, register online with Aaton Digital and 
enjoy the following benefits: with your free Aaton Digital account you can 
order your products online, have access to our support service, download 
the latest software updates and operator manuals, and much more...

Aaton Digital Website

At Aaton Digital we are committed to protecting the environment from 
the development of a new product to its shipping and its recycling.

The durability of our products is essential for you as an owner. We keep 
your product up to date and state of the art by proposing upgrades and 
updates. Your products are delivered in rugged carrying cases, thereby 
minimizing useless packaging while ensuring safety during transport.

If you want to recycle your old Aaton Digital product, please send it back 
to the factory in France. Aaton Digital keeps harmful materials from ending 
up in landfills.

Eco Responsibility

For you as a professional, speed is essential. More than 80% of our products 
are available on stock, for immediate shipping.

All Aaton Digital products are covered by a 2 years limited warranty unless 
otherwise noted. The terms and conditions of the warranty are available to 
see at www.aaton.com/warranty.

aaton.com

2
warranty

Years

Our customer support team can help you online, by emails or by phone. 
You are also welcome to visit our factory if you are in France. Our 
Distributor network has been trained and selected to offer professional 
resources and services. Do not hesitate to contact your local Aaton Digital 
agent, he is a great professional.
support-cantar@aaton.com +33 (0)4 7642 9550
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The CantarX3 is made of machined avionics 
aluminum housings, water and dust resistant with 
a durable coating, ensuring a remarkably long 
service life.

The ultimate 24-track audio mixer-recorder
CantarX3

The CantarX3 is a reference in location audio mixer-recorders 
with 24 tracks and 54 analog and digital inputs including 
access to the Dante AudinateTM audio network system and 
peripherals.
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With embedded mixer plate and intuitive interface

The CantarX3 is the ideal portable tool for location and studio work.
With its impressive array of professional and innovative features, it is making a 
tremendous impact on the sound recording industry for film, broadcasting, theatre 
and orchestral works.

External devices can be simultaneously linked to the CantarX3 through widely used 
audio and computer connectors, adding new capabilities for this machine to be 
scalable for the next twenty years.

Perfect ergonomics for cart or shoulder operation 

Swiveling front panel with ultra bright large color display (Transvideo design) 

User friendly with intuitive menus and confortable mechanical controls 

Uncompromised audio quality with unique on-board mixer 

Features integrated reports (PDF and Database), AutoSlate detection, Playback & 
Record...and more

Multi-Track Digital Audio Recorder

Not only the best but easy to use
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CantarX3

Intuitive interface menu accessible through buttons and jog wheels. All inputs and 
outputs monitoring and routing accessible through dedicated « single sub level » 
menu screens. 

Analog & Digital Inputs     
12 analog inputs 
8 mic preamps 
4 analog line inputs  
Multiple AES digital inputs (AES3 & AES42) 

Mixer & Outputs 
10 tracks mixer plate, 
Mixdown, 
8 analog line Output 
8 AES3 digital outputs on subD25 
4 AES3 digital outputs on MDR26 

Recording Media 
1 Internal 256 Gg SSD drive (expandable size)  
2 SD cards 
1 USB port for USB drive 

Rec&Play 
Mirror recording of 16 or 24-bit Broadcast Wave Files, monophonic and polyphonic 
format 
Sampling rates from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz 
30 Second Pre-Record Buffer 
Record live audio while playing back pre-recorded files 

Power 
2 identical on board smart batteries 
1 XLR4 DC 12-17 Volts input 

Metering and Controls  
Ultra-large and bright display panel  
2 large rotary selectors  
8 rotary knobs and 10 linear magnetic actuators, fully assignable 
Wifi and Bluetooth capabilities 

General Specifications 
Generates reports (PDF & database) 
Housing made of machined avionic aluminium 
Water and dust resistant

Evolutive Product
New firmware and software updates are issued on a regular basis 
adding new features, some from the design team and some via 
feedback and requests from users in the field.
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The CantarX3 incredible features and tools enhance the work of sound 
engineers. 
Widely used in the film and broadcast industry, it is the most advanced 
recorder of its generation.

“I used CantarX3 for dialogue and for music in Bohemian Rhapsody. 
Whatever you feed into those preamps sounds amazing.

I love the CantarX3. I have two of them. It’s an amazing multitrack 
recorder and now I can’t imagine using anything else. It does everything I 
want and so much more. 

Once you’ve used a CantarX3 you will never go back.”

John Casali, Production Sound Mixer, AMPS
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CantarX3

“I use the Cantars to make recordings of classical music mainly in places 
with natural acoustics and often in public.

I also record many of the great organs in churches. This instrument is the 
most fabulous I know with extraordinary bandwidth-the broadest spectrum 
of all the acoustic instruments that exist.”

Philippe Mouisset, Sound Engineer
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“Once you have used a Cantar, it is difficult to find any other recorder with 
so much ease of use and pleasure.

The unique look of the machine I think inspires confidence before you 
even use it.
When you do use it you find your hands go directly to the selectors 
and your fingers find the buttons, all perfectly placed. We discover the 
functions, we record and listen. Incredible sound and fidelity.”

“In addition, the reverberation of the churches accentuates sound in a 
very emotional dimension. Listen to great live organs once in your lifetime 
to realize this fact.
This music recording is all made possible due to the compactness, 
flexibility, autonomy and the quality of these Cantar recorders.

No obligation to use the AC power supply, Cantar is autonomous with 
batteries. A mandatory rule when recording in a church.”

Philippe Mouisset, Sound Engineer
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The CantarMini retains the same performance 
and full sound quality, uses the same 
components and has the sames manufacturing 
quality and ergonomic design as the CantarX3. 

16-track ultra portable audio mixer-recorder
CantarMini
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Aaton Digital aim during the development of the CantarMini was : to make a small 
CantarX3 with half of the inputs, half of the weight and half of the price but with same 
quality of microphone preamplifiers, same functionalities, same graphic interface and 
same software richness.

Powerfull - Small - Lightweight
Perfect ergonomics for cart or shoulder operation 

Swiveling front panel with ultra bright large color display 
(Transvideo design) 

User friendly with intuitive menus and confortable mechanical 
controls 

Uncompromised audio quality with unique on-board mixer 

Features integrated reports (PDF and Database), AutoSlate 
detection, Playback & Record...and more

Multi-Track Digital Audio Recorder
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Intuitive interface menu accessible through buttons and jog wheels. All inputs and 
outputs monitoring and routing accessible through dedicated « single sub level » 
menu screens. 

Analog & Digital Inputs     
6 analog inputs 
4 mic preamps 
2 analog line inputs 
2 pairs AES42 digital Inputs can be use as 4 AES3 Inputs 

Mixer & Outputs 
10 tracks mixer plate,  
Mixdown,  
8 analog line Output 
4 AES3 digital output 

Recording Media 
Internal 256 Gg SSD drive (expandable size) 
2 SD cards 
1 USB port for USB drive 

Rec&Play 
Mirror recording of 16 or 24-bit Broadcast Wave File, monophonic and polyphonic 
format 
Sampling rates from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz 
30 Second Pre-Record Buffer 
Record live audio while playing back pre-recorded files  

Power 
2 identical on board smart batteries 
1 XLR4 DC 12-17 Volts input 

Metering and Controls  
Ultra-large and bright display panel  
1 large rotary selector  
10 linear magnetic linear actuators, fully assignable 
Wifi and Bluetooth capabilities 

General Specifications 
Generates reports (PDF & database) 
Housing made of machined avionic aluminium 
Water and dust resistant

Evolutive Product
New firmware and software updates are issued on a regular basis 
adding new features, some from the design team and some via 
feedback and requests from users in the field.

CantarMini
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“On location on the big island of Hawai’i at the “Pu`u Loa Petroglyphs” for 
an upcoming History Channel project. 
Using the Cantar Mini with the A-Box6 and a custom Lectrosonics 
QuadPack with four channels of wireless during the tour of the sacred and 
historical site.”

“Also from Hawai’i trip.
Recording interviews in a beach house in Waikoloa about the history of 
Hawai’i cultures and customs.”

Scott Farr, Production Sound Mixer, CAS
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12 ultra-smooth assignable magnetic faders with solo buttons
4 user assignable push buttons
2 shift buttons

The Cantarem2 is an USB control surface for the CantarX3 and 
CantarMini mixer-recorder.
Smooth magnetic linear actuators, durable, dust and liquid 
resistant.

A faders assignation menu, available from and stored in the 
CantarX3 or CantarMini, allows control of tracks, inputs or 
outputs levels

12 additional faders - 4 assignable buttons
Cantarem2

Plug & Play
USB connection to the CantarX3 or CantarMini
Extra USB for media or Cantar accessories
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“For the film Red Fields, I prepared several separate tracks for playback 
that included pre recorded singing, musical accompaniment, metronome 
clicks and live singing return back to the singers’ in-ear monitors.”

“Using the Cantarem2 fader panel connected to the Mini I could control 
the desired mix to the actors’ in-ear monitors, control the metronome level, 
the instruments level and so on.” 

“The control van (Video Village) was fed wirelessly with one mix plus 
metronome, and the director with another mix minus metronome.” 

Tully Chen, Production Sound Mixer
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Innovative Mixing Surface
Cantaress

The Cantaress extra-wide foldable display perfectly aligns the 
VU meters with the 12 assignable sliders and provides for each 
channel an instant view of the Input gain configuration, solo 
functionalities, mix gain and equalization. 

2 intuitive screens are available on the right of the faders 
panel to show custom options, setup or shortcuts. 
Ethernet connection to the CantarX3 and the CantarMini
In/Out Headphone ports for direct audio monitoring from the 
Cantaress.

The Cantaress offers an extraordinary feel and high 
durability for all intensive users. 
Large mixing surface lovers will find comfort, design 
and ergonomics they cherish while using their 
Cantar. 
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“I use the Cantaress in the studio 
at the moment. There are many 
advantages such as visibility of levels 
and the remote function. 
It makes it easy to work on the files 
with play action.”

Philippe Mouisset, Sound Engineer
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Extended control box for CantarMini
A-Box6

The A-Box6 is an extended control box 
with six fully assignable rotary knobs to 
control inputs, outputs or tracks.

Attached and connected to the 
CantarMini display. 

Extended control box
A-Box8

The A-Box8 is a control box with eight fully assignable 
rotary controls for input, outputs or tracks.  
USB connection to the CantarX3 or the CantarMini.

Ideally designed to slide or clip to a shoulder strap, the A-box8 could be used on a cart if 
desired.
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Full integration of wireless receivers
Hydra

Provides direct access to the UI through dedicated screens of the CantarX3 or CantarMini 
display interface. Allows the set-up of options or channel frequencies as well as the use of a 
spectrum analyser for each receiver.

Designed to perform as the central HUB for your RF receivers and transmitters.
Available as OEM kit for Octopack from Lectrosonics and SixPack from PSC.

Control up to eight 
receivers and transmitters

Audio

Data and power

Data

External DC source

Sockets 
for Wireless receivers

Equipped with 
SUB-D25
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Souriquette
Remote main selector with user fonctions keys.

Perfect companion of the Cantaress, CantarX3 and 
CantarMini

Power supplies
Dual battery charger, machined aluminum body.
The Aaton Li-ion  battery is an intelligent battery with data 
readable by Aaton’s products.

The electronic ID customization allows advanced 
functionalities which will be not available with third party 
compatible batteries.

Li-ion smart batteries & charger

Universal power supply with XLR-4 connector and an 
european AC power cord.
For CantarX3, CantarMini, Cantaress and Dual charger

AL63 power supply

Smart battery power cable for Aaton Hydra with Hirose 4 
plug

Smart battery power cable

Double input analog audio preamplifier with low noise 
and extended bandwidth up to 100 KHz, digital output on 
AES42.
Compatible with the CantarX3 and CantarMini to extend 
the number of inputs

Melody2
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CantarMini shoulder Supports

Innovative and lightweight support 
plate for the CantarMini. Designed to 
hold up to 4 separate wireless / battery 
pouches 
Equipped with attachment points for 
shoulder strap or harness and resting 
rods.

CheesePlate

Side wing
Side Plate modular
system designed to hold 
up to 4 separate wireless  / 
battery pouches
Attaches to the CheesePlate

Light side wing
Lightweight side plate for the 
CantarMni. Designed to hold 
up to 2 separate wireless  / 
battery pouches
Attaches to the CantarMini 
body

Large wireless pouch Small wireless pouch
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Carrying cases & bags

CantarX3 modular bag CantarMini hard carrying case

Metal D-Ring strap Extension strap

CantarMini
protective pouch

Cantarem2
protective pouch

Padded suede
shoulder strap
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Cantar Tool Pouch

Misc accessories
Sound mixer rain poncho
With the famous
Don’t yell at me.
When I’m wearing a headphone I cannot hear you!

Colored 
magnetic sliders

Trim knob 
colored plug

Colored pot 
knob assy

XLR3F to XLR3F 
adapter cable
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AATON DIGITAL
2 Rue de la Paix

F-38000 Grenoble
FRANCE

Tel +33 4 7642 9550 
info@aaton.com

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH US

#AatonDigital
#InCantarWeTrust 

#CantarX3 #CantarMini 
#Cantarem2 #Cantaress 

#CantarInMusica

www.aaton.com

@AatonDigital


